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Dedication 
With a tinge of sadness and a small 
stone of regret in our hearts, we leave this 
building that is much more than mere mor-
tar and bricks. It's been a starting place for 
the teaching of great men and women and a 
harboring place for the memories we stored 
up. Now with the construction of a new 
building to take it's place, we find a loss of 
words to express what feelings always come 
with the loss of a close friend . 
It is with this in mind and seeking to 
honor the education for which this building 
is a symbol, that we dedicate the 1972 
Kane- Kan to the present school. 
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Teachers who teach only from gov-
ernment books. Teachers who dom-
mate your whole will and fill your 





who think for 
themselves and 
then break down 
their resistance 
and make them 
into well pro-
grammed robots. 
Teachers with no 
compassion for 
those not as cap-
able of grasping 
the knowledge 
presented to them. Teachers who 
do not understand personal pro-
blems and don't try. Imagine if 
this were so ... 
Charles F. Short 
Superintendent of Schools 
Board of Education---STANDING: Ralph Perkins, John Dodson, president, 
Kenneth George. SITTING: Bill Toner, Harold Walls, Pete Dyer, Betty 
Moore. 
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Mrs. Dorothy Clubine 
Clerk of the Board of Education and 
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RICHARD ANDERSON 
Commerce 
MRS. LYNDA CROWL 
English 
MRS. VERNA KELLER 
Mathematics 
MRS. MAXINE EARHART 
Home Economics 
MRS. MARTHANDA BECKWORTH 
English, Speech, and Debate 
MRS. BESS WALKER 
Secretary to Principal 
MRS. JAMIE SHAVER 
Foreign Language and English 
MERRITT WILLIAMS DELBERT MORElAND 
Physical Et' •cation and Economics Social Science 
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LOU ANNE MARSHALL, Art 
BETTY STEPHENS, Biological Science 
HERSHEL STEPHENS, Drivers Ed. and PE 
LEO HUGHES, Jr. High English 
LAWRENCE 1-llLL, In-
strumental Music 
CAROLYN KABERLINE, English and Journalism 
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KATHY TRIMMER, PE and Psychology 
EDGAR McBRIDE, Mathematics 
LARRY BALE, Mathematics 
LARRY CLARK, Vocal Music 
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JIMMYE BARTON, Commerce 
JUDY WHITAKER, Chemistry and Science 
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MARTHENA DRAPER, Jr. High Penmanship and 
Spelling 
LaFAMA McBRIDE, Jr. High Science 
14 
DON BURCHFIELD, Drafting and Dr. Education 
WILLIAM RINKEL, Jr. High Social Science 
GEORGE RAU, Industrial Arts 
VIRGIL ROPER, Voc. Ag. 
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Aiding in the school's function were the bus drivers who safely saw the students to their 
destinations. Such are the following: Mrs. Marva White, Glen Camblin, Pee Wee Hodges, 
Warren Norris, Walt Grother, Elvem Bales, and Bud Simpson, who is also a custodian. 
CUFF KELlER: 
bus driver 
PETE WHITE: head custodian JIM UNDSEY: custodian 
DAVID THOMPSON and JERRY HOCKETT: custodians 
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PATTIE SUE STEPHENS, 
Student Council 
DOUGLAS EDWARD WHITE, 
Vice President 
NINA KAY WILSON, 
Treasurer 
18 
DONALD LYNN PERKINS, 
President 
KAREN MARIE VAUGHAN, 
Secretary 
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MRS. JIMMYE BARTON, 
Head Sponsor 
MR. TOBY MORELAND, 
Sponsor 
MRS. MARTHANDA BECKWORTH, 
Sponsor 
MRS. VERNA KELLER, 
Sponsor 
19 
Who nominated them? ... What 
are we voting on? ..• I should a 
skipped out .•. What's goin' on? 
.•• Wish I could hear ... I don't 
know what we're doin 1 ••• Short, 
pay attention! ... Speak up .•. 
Tell the Juniors to shut up! •.. 
All in favor say "aye" ... Get 
Perkins a chair so we can see him 
•.. Right on! ..• Did you hear the 
one about ... ? ... Let's adjourn 
and go home ... What are you 
doin 1 here? •.• Let's get new spon-
sors .•• Why won't anyone sponsor 
a Senior trip? ... What do we need 
money for? ... Let's have a party! 
... What did you do last Satur-
day? ..• Why don't we move to the 
front? .•. Shut up so I can hear ... 
Let's go outside! .•. Do we get a 
Senior trip? ... These seats are 
saved ... What are you doin' to-
night? .•. You can't sit there! ... 
I dunno! ... These meetings are a 
hassle ..• Open a window ... Oh, 
horsefeavers! .•. Wish they'd get 
this thing over with ... Start over 
again •.• We're gonna vote ONE 
MORE TIME! ... I make a motion 
... This chair's broken ... Re-
vote! •.. Just vote once! .. . 
MAINTAIN! ... Do you have a 
license to fly that? .•. Let's have 
a keg party! ... Is this a dictator-
ship? .•. If they don't like it they 
can cram it up their elbows .. . 
Kegs only cost twenty-five .. . 
What's a good excuse to get out 
of here .•. Seniors dismissed! 
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CECILIA KAY CASPER 
LA DONNA DEE HEMPEL 
RICKY LEE VAUGHAN 
RONALD E. CAMBLIN 
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SHERYL JEAN RYAN 
TWYLA CHRISTINE GULICK 
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DANNY RAY BANZET 
JAMES KEVIN PROUTY 
RITA CARLENE MANN 
JANIE MARIE LOHMANN 
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WILLIAM ALAN VAN 
ROBERT GENE VAN JR. 
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EDWARD N. METCALF 
CORRINE JESSIE WHFA TMAN 
JANE ANN CARINDER 
RICHARD WAYNE GORDON 
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MIKE TERRANCE COL TIIARP 
PATRICIA ANN SIMPSON 
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DANNY ·RAY TIIOMPSON 
RONNIE DEE EDENS 
JANICE ELAINE CARINDER 
SONYA ELAINE FICHTL 
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MICHAEL DEE BCHANNON 
WILLIAM FARL HENSON 
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DONALD REX BARRETT 
RANDY A. DUNN 
GLORIA KAY JOHNSON 
MARY ELLEN SHORT 
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LEWIS EDWARD THEISS 
DENNIS LYNN ERNEST 
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JOHN ALLEN HOCKETT 
DAN CALVIN MORELAND 
LINDA KAY MOORE 
BRENDA SUE TA TON 
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• 
IVAN LEON DEAL 
FRANKLIN DEAN FARNER 
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KA1HY ANN BARLOW 
MARTY FRANCIS SHORT 
JAMES NORRIS BRYAN 
ALISHIA MARLENE McGINNIS 
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LOIS ANN CARNES 
MICHAEL WAYNE HINES 
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DEBORAH LUCILLE WILSON 
CHERYL ANN RUSSELL 
DARRELL WAYNE ROBERTSON 
MIKE SCOTT SUMPTER 
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RHEA JEAN SMI1H 
BRENDA JEAN A R THER TON 
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STEVEN LEE MORGAN 
DEBRA ANN KINCAID 
LANA LUCINE MANT001H 
' 
MICHAEL WAYNE FRYE 
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STEVEN WAYNE FRYE 
RHONDA SUE KINDLEY 
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DENISE FAY LOGGAN 
SANDY RA YE WILSON 
JAMES WILLIAM MURPHY 
TERESA KAY RICHEY 
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DFANNA MAE LOGGAN 
ALBERT A. NITZ 
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Being a Senior means .. . 
having more privileges ... drink-
ing beer ... all the years you 1 ve 
been counting suddenly turn to 
days ... having more responsi-
bilities ... being the big man on 
campus ... having no upperclass-
men to look up to ..• beating up 
on the little kids ... skipping 
school even more often than you 
did before ... running around in 
the halls ... staying out till late 
... being so busy you hardly 
have time to go home ... getting 
first choice on almost everything 
... looking forward to graduation 
... having a Senior trip ... going 
bankrupt because of Senior pic-
tures, Senior trip, and announce-
ments ... having a lot of fun ... 
realizing all the things that will 
happen in the years to come ... 
being scared ... making decisions 
... worrying about colleges ... 
working more on things than you 
want to ... responsibilities that 
you don't really want ... having 
underclassmen look up to you 
with respect ... making the under-
classmen feel knee-high to a 
grasshopper ... telling a 7th gra-
der to find the elevator to the 4th 






DOR THEN£ CO I.E 
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On Looking Back 
BRENDA JEAN ARTHERTON--Kay-
ettes 1, 2, 3, 4; FHA 2, 3, 4; FBLA 4; 
Pepperette 1, 2; FHA Treasurer 2. 
DANNY RAY BANZET--FFA 1,2, 
3; Sr. Kays 1, 2; Playmakers 1, 3; 
Trade School 4; Football 1, 2; 
Track 1; Chorus 1, 2. 
KATHY ANN BARLOW--NHS 3,4; 
Spanish Club 2, 3; Kayettes 1; 
Pepperette 1; Stuco 1,4; Observer 
Staff 4; NHS Stuco Representative 
4; Spanish Club Stuco Representa-
tive 1; Observer Staff 4; Chorus 4. 
DONALD REX BARRETT- -Sr. Kays 
1, 2, 3, 4; Art Club 4; Letterman 
Club 4; Playmakers 4; Sr. Kays 
President 4; Golf 1, 2 , 3, 4; Re-
gional Champion 3. 
EDWARD DALE BAYS--FFA 1,2, 
3, 4. 
MICHAEL DEE BOHANNON--Kays 
3; Chrous 1,2, 3,4; Annual Staff 
4; Intramural Basketball 1, 2. 
JOHN RAYMOND BROOKS--FFA 
1 , 2, 3, 4; Judging 1 , 2 , 3, 4; NHS 
3, 4; Boys State 3; Principal Honor 
Roll1,2,3,4; FFA Officer 1,2,3, 
4; NHS Vice-President 4; District 
FFA Officer 4; Intramural Basket-
ball 2, 3, 4; FFA Basketball 1, 2, 3, 
4; Perfect Attendance 1. 
JAMES N. BRYAN--Art Club 4; 
Chorus 4. 
RONNIE E. CAMBLIN--FFA 1,2, 3; 
FFA Sentinal 3; Football Manager 
2, 3; Basketball 4; Chorus 4; Kan-
sas High School, Kansas, Okla-
homa 1,2, 3. 
JANE ANN CARINDER--FHA 1,2, 
3, 4; Playmakers 3, 4; Kayettes 4; 
FBLA 4; Chorus 2, 3, 4. 
JANICE ELAINE CARINDER--Pep-
perette 1,2,3,4; Playmakers 1,2, 
3,4; Kayettes 4; NHS 4; FHA 1,2, 
3, 4; Sound of the Times 3, 4; De-
bate 4; Annual Staff 4; Crisco 
Award 2; Pepperette Sergent of 
Arms 3,4; Chorus 2,3,4; Perfect 
Attendance 3. 
LOIS ANN CARNES--FBLA 1,2,3, 
4; Pepperette 1,2,3,4; Annual 
Staff 4; Sound of the Times 1, 2, 
3, 4; FHA 4; Art Club 4; Play-
makers 1, 2; FBLA Officer 4; Sound 
of the Times Officer 3, 4; Chorus 
1,2, 3, 4. 
CECILIA KAY CASPER--FHA 3,4; 
Chorus 2, 3, 4. 
LINDA DOR1HENE COLE--Kayett-
es 1, 2; FHA 2; Pepperette 1; Cho-
rus 1; Cedar Vale, Kansas 1; Bur-
lington, Kansas 2. 
MICHAEL TERRANCE COLTHARP 
--Spanish Club 1,2,3,4; Football 
1,2; Basketball 1; Golf 1,2. 
IVAN LEON DEAL--FFA 1,2,3,4; 
Sr. Kays 2, 3, 4; Letterman Club 
2,3,4; Art Club 1; Playmakers 1, 
4; Sr. Kays Stuco 4; Letterman 
Club Secretary 3; Football 1, 3, 4; 
Basketball 1, 2; Track 2, 3, 4; 
Wrestling 4. 
RANDY DUNN- - FFA 1,2,3,4; Sr. 
Kays 1, 2, 3, 4; Playmakers 3, 4; 
Stuco 2, 3, 4; Sound of the Times 
3,4; FFA Vice-President 1; FFA 
Stuco 2, 3,4; Stuco Parlimentarian 
4; Football 1; Track 1, 2, 3, 4. 
RONNIE DEE EDENS--Stuco 4; 
Letterman Club 4; FFA 1; Sr. Kays 
3; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Football 1; 
Track 2; Chorus 3, 4. 
ROBERT EUGENE ELDER--FFA 1, 
2; Art Club 4; Madrigals 3; Chorus 
2,3,4; Neodesha, Kansas 1,2,3. 
DENNIS LYNN ERNEST--FFA 1,2, 
3,4; Sr. Kays 1; Observer Staff 
Editor 4; Livestock Judging 2 . 
FRANKLIN DEAN FARNER--FFA 
1,2,3,4; FFA Officer 1,2,3,4. 
SONYA ELAINE FICHTL--Kayettes 
1, 4; Pepperettes 3, 4; FHA 3, 4; 
Playmakers 1,2,4; Spanish Club 3, 
4; NHS 4; Girl's State Representa-
tive 3; StuCo 4; Annual Staff 4; 
Sound of Times Alternate 4; Li-
brary Asst. 3; Stu-Co Sec.-Treas. 
4; FHA Vice-president 3; FHA 
President 4; Kayette Board 1; 
Spanish Club President 4; Chorus 
1, 2, 4; Perfect Attendance 1. 
MICHAEL DEAN FINNEY--FFA 1, 
2, 3, 4; Comfort, Texas. 
MICHAEL WAYNE FRYE--Letter-
man Club 4; Annual Staff 4; Let-
terman Club Secretary-Treasurer 
4; Football 1, 4; Basketball 1, 3, 4; 
Cross Country 3. 
STEVEN WAYNE FRYE--Letterman 
Club 1,2,3,4; Sr. Kays 1,2; Play-
makers 4; Sound of the Times 3, 4; 
Annual Staff 4; Class Officer 2; Let-
terman Club Officer 2, 3, 4; Sound of 
the Times Officer 3; Football 1, 2, 3, 
4; Track 1,2,3,4; Basketball 3,4; 
Perfect Attendance 1. 
RICHARD WAYNE GORDON--
Playmakers 1, 2, 3, 4; Sr. Kays 1, 
2, 3, 4; Debate 4; FFA 1; FFA Judg-
ing 1; Sound of the Times Alter-
nate 4; Letterman Club 3, 4; Dark-
room Photographer 4; Golf 1 , 2, 3, 
4; Football 1, 3; Wrestling 4; Cross 




LA DONNA DEE HEMPEL-- Spanish 
Club 1, 2, 3; Playmakers 4; Chorus 
2, 4. 
WILLIAM EARL HENSON--Spanish 
Club 3; Letterman Club 1,2,3,4; 
Stuco 1, 2; Sr. Kays 3; Sound of 
the Times 3, 4; Boys State; Library 
assistant 3; Stuco Representative; 
Sound of the Times President; 
Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1 , 2, 
3; Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Golf 4; Chorus 
4; Perfect Attendance 1; Cherry-
vale High School 1, 2. 
MICHAEL W. HINES--Sr. Kays 2; 
Art Club 4; Art Club 4; Art Club 
Vice-President 4; Chorus 4. 
JOHN ALLEN HOCKETT--FFA 1, 
2, 3, 4; Football 1. 
GLORIA KAY JOHNSON--Play-
makers 2; Pepperettes 3, 4; FHA 4; 
Annual Staff 4; Chorus 2, 3, 4. 
DEBRA ANN KINCAID--Pepper-
ettes 1, 2, 3, 4; Stu co Representa-
tive 3,4; Sr. Kayettes 1,2,3,4; 
Sound of Times 3, 4; NHS 4; Play-
makers 1, 2, 3; Annual Staff 4; 
Pepperette officer 1, 3, 4; Cheer-
leader 2; Stuco Vice-President 3; 
Stuco President 4; Kayette Board 
1, 2, 3, 4; Class officer 1, 2; Chorus 
4; Band 1, 2, 4; Perfect Attendance 
1, 2; Football Queen 4. 
RHONDA SUE KINDLEY--Kayettes 
1, 2, 3, 4; FHA 3, 4; NHS 4; Pepper-
ettes 1,2,3,4; Spanish Club 4; 
Playmakers 3, 4; Stuco 4; Annual 
Staff 4; Kayette Officer 2, 3, 4; 
FHA Officer 4; Pepperette Officer 
4; Spanish Club Officer 4; Annual 
Staff Editor 4; Crisco Award 1; 
Chorus 1 , 2, 3, 4; Band 1 , 2, 3, 4; 
Perfect Attendance 3; Sedan 1, 2. 
DEANNA MAE LOGGAN--Art Club 
3; NHS 3, 4; l'JHS Treasurer 4; Cho-
rus 2, 4; Perfect Attendance 3. 
DENISE FAY LOGGAN--FBLA 3; 
NHS 3, 4; Playmakers 4; Debate 4; 
Annual Staff 4; l'JHS President 4; 
Annual Staff 4; Chorus 2, 3, 4. 
JANE MARIE LOHMANN--FHA 3, 
4; Chorus 1, 3, 4. 
ALISHIA MARLENE McGINNIS--
Pepperettes 1, 2, 3, 4; FBLA 2, 3, 4; 
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Juniors, We're Almost There 
You can get quiet now •.. Don't vote ... Come on, 
you guys! .•. Shut up, Burns wants order! ..• I don 1 t 
care, whatever he wants ••. Just hurry ... Hurry up, it's 
time for dinner .•• Our prom will outdo last year's ... 
We'll make the Sophomores wear as dumb an outfit as 
we had to wear .•• What are we voting on? .. . Are we 
going to have a party? •.. No one ever pays their dues! 
••• All right Lois, shut up! . •. I can't hear what's goin' 
on .•• I move this meeting adjourn •.• Let's sit by the 
door so we can get out faster ... What are you guys 
talkin' about? ... Let's have hamburgers and French 
fries at the prom ••. Who's underwear is on the flagpole 

















today? .•. Read those names again ... Hey you, sit 
down! ... I can't hear .•• Move your bod •.. How much 
money do we have? ••. Who are the class officers? ..• 
We picked WHO for king?! .•. Holley, put your shoes 
on! ••. Who's that new chick walking in the door? ... 
Henry, take your hat off! .•• This is true, certainly .•. 
Miss Whittaker do we have anything else? ... Do you 
have her two hours a day? .•• Open a window, it's hot 
in here •.. Where are you eating lunch? ... Hey you 
guys, shut up so we can get out of here! ••• What 
time's this meeting over with? ••. There's the BELL! 



































The busy Juniors are shown with their money making projects such as the popular praying hands calendar. The 
money is being raised mainly to finance the spring Junior- Senior Prom. 
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John Burns, President; Lois Sewell, 
Vice-President; Debbie Clark, Secre-
tary; Ann Dyer, Treasurer; and Karen 
Hoffman, Stuco, lead their class through 






























These Junior students are on an educational trip to study the chemical usage at Graves Funeral Home, They are 
Miss Whitaker, sponsor, Terry Walker, Chad Bradford, and Debbie Nitz. 
38 












These Junior students a re busy with their usual end-of-the-hour a ctivities in government class. 
39 
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To Be A Sophomore 
Over here! ••• Do you have any gum? •.. Hold your 
hand up high ••. How many magazines did you sell? ••• 
Hey look! •.• These girls leave the room ••• Move over 
..• Shut up! .•• I can't stand her! ••• K-Hey now, shut 
up ! ••• Isn't he cute? ..• Who are you voting for? .•• If 
you don't shut up we'll dismiss the meeting!. •• What 
time is it? ••• When can we leave? .•• I wish he'd sit 
by me •.• All right! •.• This is dumb .•• Did you hear 
about •.• ? .•• Read those names again ••. Who do you 
like now? ••• Let me feel your shoes, they're soft ... 


















flea market! .•• This seat's broken! .•• Darn, I got a 
runner! •.. This one's saved.,. Do I have to sit by her? 
••• How was your's? ••. Mine was fine!,,, I'll work ••. 
A whole dozen! ••. I can't come, I have to work.,. 
How many times do we have to move? ••• What's 
another one? .•• I don't want her to get it ••• We have 
to square dance •.• Who said that? .. , Have you told 
'em yet? ••• Speak up, Mantooth ... What happened to 
Brad?., .Hurry up, the bell's gonna ring!. •• Can't hear 
in the back. .. Banzet, sit down!.,. Can we go?.,. Let's 
get out of here, I'm hungry! 
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Lisa Mantooth, President; Glenn Harriman, Vice-president; Debbie Banzet, Secretary; David Burris, Treasurer; and 
















































Here is pictured a typical scene of any classroom in which sophomores appear. The sophomores shown are concen-
trating on English at the moment. 
44 
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Go, Freshmen! 
Shut up! .•• Boys make me sick! ... When do we 
get to leave? .•• Some people are so stupid! ..• It could 
be worse ••• You're crazy! ... How much time is there? 
••• Raise your hand ... She has the floor •.• and the 
ceiling ..• and the walls! ..• How much money do we 
have? .•. Let's get out of here .•. There's one on the 
floor! ... No, we don't want to do that .•• Be quiet! .•• 
I withdraw .•. Don't vote for her ... The boys are doing 
it, let's don't! .•• It's not fair! •.• At least we got out 
of class ... Let's boycott ... You guys want one? ..• 
Hurry up! •.. Put the Vice-President in charge! .•• Ship 
up or shape out! .•. I'm hungry •.• Who's the president? 
... Amen!. .. Leave the windows alo.1e! ••. Let's ad-
journ! ••. I seconded it! •.. Save me a seat ... What's 
this meeting for? .•. What class did you get out of? .•. 
When will this get over? .•• Should we vote for her? ... 
Sock it to 'em, Pat! •.. Clark, shut up! ... Where's the 
secretary? ... Sit down, Mr. Hughes! .•• Jay has the 
floor ..• Wayne, get up there! ••• Have a seat every-
body .•. Somebody make a motion .•• We're running out 
of time ••. What did you say? .•• You thought I was gon-
na say something dirty! •.. Hey, come back here! ••• 
This one isn't wrong ••. If it rains .•• Meeting adjourned, 
yea! 
45 
A freshman girl exhibits her gymnastic skill on the 
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Freshman leaders take a step forward as they give the power sign. Patty Estes is Presidet,t; Don Sewell, Vice Presi-
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Trials Of The 8th Grade 
All right, you idiots, shut up! ••• It's hot in here .•• 
Give me a piece of gum ••• Sit down and shut up! ..• 
When's this thing gonna be over? ••• Let's get out of 
this rat hole •.• Who's flippin' rubber bands? 0 •• He al-
ways has his hand up! o 0 0 Well, you look like a bigger 
one ••• BOING! ••. My hand is froze •.. I was going to ask 
for your ••• What would you like to do? .•• I bet you 
won't ••• I know one thing I'm not gonna do ••• My sis-
ter has some, too ••• Just bring what you want ••. I'm 
never going to get this done •.• Till the end of the nine 






















I forgot all about that ..• It's my good luck charm ••. 
How long have you been here? .•. Speed ball, 
vrroooom! ••. Hey, you guys .•. You know that egg-
roll? ••• He was late yesterday ••• He ate the whole 
package! .•• Yea, I saw it ••. We don't have nuthin' to 
put in that. •• Good boy! .•• Hey, get a blue ... Can I 
see your pencil? .•• What kind is this? •.• I wanna hold 
your hand ... You put a "t" instead of an "i"! ••. I wish 
you'd stop stompin' around! ... And if that doesn't help 
I'll kick him! ••. I mean in front of EVERYONE! ••• If 
we don't go eat, I'm going to die! 
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The eighth grade leaders Betty Carlile, President; Lori Moreland, Vice President; Karen Rollins, Secretary; Kathy 





























Art, which is taught by Mrs. Marshall, is one of the required subjects for the eighth graders. Carol Davidson is 
shown doing a few of the activities that are enjoyed by the class members. 
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Here Comes The 7th Grade 
This sure is boring ••• Hey, Donna, where's Eric? 
. • . We need some money ... Let's go! •.. Shut up and 
listen or go back to class! .•• What' cha do in' tonight? 
••• I smell gas •.• Coach Gammill says "Have a good 
day!"· •• Guess what happened last hour! ••• Look at 
this love note! ••• This is Karen Vaughan's .•• It's hot 
in here ••• That's not enough ..• You wanna have a 
seat? ... Hey, Lisa, there's Paul ... Lah-zee! ••. 
Psssssst .•• Let's have a party! ••• Open the window ••• 
Teachers! ••• Goin' to the show tonight? .•. Watch your 
language! .•• Nation, Michigan. •• Guess who's sittin' 
together! ••• 77 Sunset Strip! .•• What was that? ••• 





















How many stars are supposed to be here? ..• What's 
Delpheney's? .•• It looks like a square ••• It ain't .•. 
Hey, what's that answer again? •.. Okay, let's do it 
again .•• Let's be happy! ••• Sssshhhh! .•• I can play 
"America"!. •. Hey, I've got some wheels! .•. Rudolph, 
the red-nosed reindeer .•• We will •.• Come on, we can 
do it ... Do your best, guys ..• Ready? .•• Would you 
girls please play this? .•. Hurry up! .•• What class is 
this? ••. I think I heard the bell .•• Where did my thing 
go? ..• I need my book ••• What are you doing? .•• All 
she ever does is yell ••. Who does she think she is? ••• 
Let's go! 





















Seventh grade class officers take a little time off from their busy schedule to 'ride a horse'· They are Eric Rolls, 
Donna Kincaid, Kenny Brown, Lisa Robinson, and Tim Duncan. 














































The seventh graders eagerly get ready to skate. Tammy Mesneak finds out that it is not always easy to stay on her 
feet. She falls gracefully to her knees and smiles. Many will join her. 
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STUDENT COUNCIL--- TOP ROW: Ron Edens, Ken 
Clark, Alishia McGinnis, Kathy Barlow, Mickey Leon-
ard. SECOND ROW: Lori Moreland, Kathy Dunn, Lee 
Ann Adair, Rhonda Kindley, Donna Kincaid, Suzy 
Moore, Pattie Stephens, Leon Deal, Mr. Nelson, spon-
sor, Karen Hoffman, Nancy Moore, Brenda Young, 
Becky Randall, Lana Mantooth, Doug White. FIRST 
ROW: Randy Dunn, Debbie Kincaid, Sonya Fichtl, 
Herbert Wheatman. 
Student Council 
What's this meeting for? ... let's vote ... now look 
at what you made me do ... I wish you would just 
leave me alone .. . should we let the Jr. High 
come? ... we sure aren't going to invite Sedan ... 
and I wonder why ... hateful. .. I'm hungry .. . 
what's this about a Bible Club? .• . what we need 
is a Chest Club instead of a Chess Club .. . let's 
have a party . .. just because you need it doesn't 
mean that everyone does ... well, that's it, 
meeting adjourned. 
Ca ey Valley Historical Society 
This meeting will now come to order ... to what? 
... did you hear about the fish Mr. Nelson 
caught? ... tradition? •.. I'm sick of tradition.,. 
STUDENT COUNCIL OFFICERS--- Randy Dunn, parli-
mentarian, Mr. Nelson, sponsor, Debbie Kincaid, 
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you're ugly ... it's just love, brother ... meeting 
adjourned! 
president, Robin Rolls, vice president, Sonya Fichtl, 
sec-treas. 
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Let's have a skit ... quiet, I can't hear ... clap your 
hands ... stomp your feet ... shout hurray ... FHA ... 
let's sing again ... let's do a round ... three groups ... 
come on I can't hear you ... that's better. 
Future Homemakers of America 
FHA-- - TOP ROW: Melody Robbins, Karen Richey, 
Karen Vaughan, Denise Ross, Delores Haughn, Debbie 
Boggs, Vicki Barnett, Lesa Rau, Jane Carinder, Debbie 
Wilson, Cindy Berry, Lois Carnes, Cathi Allison, 
Alishia McGinnis, Patty Scimeca, Alecia Toner, 
Gloria Johnson, Mary Short, Corrine Wheatman, Cheryl 
Brown, Kathy Northweather, Peggy Wade, Debbie Mur-
phy, Kay Casper, Patty Simpson, Jo Browning, Sandra 
Northweather. THIRD ROW: Debbie Milliken, Paula 
Allison, Kathy Robison, Deanna Fiscus, Kay Windle, 
Sydney Shippy, Lana Mantooth, Ann Vaughan, Connie 
Lowe, Rita Harris, Geraldine Blankenship, Coetta Glo-
ver, Teresa Bush, Cindy Betts, Jane Ferrell, Nancy 
Layton, Juanita Lohmann, Pam Lohmann, Sherry Rob-
ertson, Marie Harr1 Letitia Hobbs1 Carol Sizemore, 
Teresa Artherton, Sheryl Davidson, Ruth Ann Williams, 
Nancy Fichtl, Rhonda Fahrner. SECOND ROW: Karen 
Hoffman, Suzy Moore, Becky Randall, Terri Bowman, 
Sherry Artherton, Alva Wheatman, Marsha Tomlin, 
Ann Dyer, Janice Carinder, Becky Dodson, Pattie Es-
tes, Brenda Breneman, Linda Hall, Leslie Miller, 
Linda Bartlett, Donna Stephens, Debra Hodges, Pam 
Condry, Cindy Hinman, Carle Boles, Kay Bright, Lee 
Ann Adair, Darlene Bright. FIRST ROW: Barbara Bar-
nett, Robin Rolls, Lois Sewell, Nancy Moore, Brenda 
Young, Roxie Fahrner, Rita Mann, Janie Lohmann, 
Brenda Artherton, Alayne Phillips, Rhea Smith, Kay 
Wilson, Terri Duncan, Diane Love1 Julie Dewey, 
Jeannette Young, Diane Pendleton, Lisa Mantooth, 
Shiela Thomas, Sally Boulanger, Judy Hockett, Debbie 
Nitz, Sandy Wilson. SEA TED : Pattie Stephens, Sonya 
Fichtl, Mrs. Earhart, sponsor, Rhonda Kindley, Peggy 
Lumley. 
Caney Valley Historical Society 
F .H .A. OFFICERS-Melody Robbins, historian; Lois Se-
well, song leader; Ann Dyer, pianist; Pattie Stephens, 
secretary; Mrs. Earhart, sponsor; Sonya Fichtl, presi-
Now girls, let's be quiet ... Shall we sing the FHA 
song? ... Where's Lois? ... The meeting is now cal-
led to order ... Whoopee doo! ... I wonder how long 
$100! ... That's a lot of money ... 
Smile! ... Man, Sonya sure is a ham 
... What're we gonna do with the 
dent; Rhonda Kindley, vice-president; Lana Mantooth, 
student council; Peggy Lumley, treasurer; Not pictured, 
Cheryl Russel, publicity; Roxie Fahrner, reporter. 
this is gonna last ... With luck only until the bell 
rings ... Know what? ... The meetings almost over 
... Hooray, FHA!!! 
money? ... 15 rahs for the Pleasant 
Hills Pals ... Why does she get it, she's 
just the president? 
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FUTURE FARMERS OF AMERICA--TOP ROW: Albert Nitz, John Hockett. FOURTH ROW: Mike Finney, Tim Rig-
don, Ed Theiss, Leon Deal, Mike Buster, Jim Freisberg, Terry Harmon, Richard Browning, Terry Garr, Bill Van, 
Kevin Prouty. THIRD ROW: Joe Hockett, Terry Weeks, Randy Vaughan, Harold Jay, Gene Vaughan, Ron Moore, 
Doyle Bays, Ed Bays, Dennis Ernest, Fred Wade. SECOND ROW: Jay Mayfield, Terry Dickson, Robert Browning, 
Mike McDaniels, David Burris, Steve Harr, Jack Denton, Chris Melander, Dan Thompson. FIRST ROW: Mr. Roper, 
adviser, Randy Dunn, Rick Vaughan, Alan Perkins, John Brooks, Donnie Perkins, Marshall McDaniels, Glen Harri-





Boy, this is great ... I love to watch him 
drop those eggs ... hey, did you read this 
love letter today? ... gross! ... are we jud-
ging today? ... let's judge a beauty contest 
... hogs are beautiful. .. since when? ... let 
me out ... hey, I saw him out parking with 
his pig ... hey, you better get your speech 
ready 'cause here comes the judge . . . hey, 
clown ..• Farkle, what time is it? ... now, 
you know what Mr. Henson says about all 
that kissing out in the hall ... oh, my gosh, 
Donnie's growing ... this I've got to see for 
myself ... here comes Spud ... why can't 
girls take Vo. -Ag? ... wow, just wait till 
the summer conference in Manhattan ... 
how much money do we have in the treas-
ury, McDoogal? ... okay, that's five points 
off ... thousand words .. . who are we going 
to choose for FFA Queen? ... where's the 
ladies room in this place? 
State FFA President Mark Mayfield congratulates livestock judgers Don 
kins, John Brooks, Frank Farner, Marshall McDaniel, Allen Perkins, G 
Harriman, and Mr. Roper, sponsor. Below, David Burris, Glen Harr 
John Brooks, Allen Perkins, Don Perkins, Marshall McDaniel and Mike 
Daniel display the pl,lblic speaking trophy they received. 
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What do we do with all this equipment? ... smile, they're taking a picture ... 
are we just digging dirt? ... now what do we do with it? 
Come on! ... we gotta practice for 
the program ... don't push ... you 
won't make the basketball team 
with that pushing ... skit practice 
next ... 
Which came first, the chicken or the egg? ... what do we do with 
these, eat 'em? ... eeney, meeney, miney, moe ... this place 
smells like pig farmers ... I saw him parking with his pig. 
Does he know what he's doing? ... don't point 
F.F.A. OFFICERS-STANDING: Glen Harriman, senti-
nel; Randy Dunn, Student Council; Frank Farner, Sec-
retary; Ricky Vaughan, parliamentarian; Allen Perkins, 
that thing at me ..• now what? ... let's go .... 
reporter; Don Perkins, president; John Brooks, vice-
president; Marshall McDaniels, treasurer. 
Caney Valley Historical Society 
Glenn Harriman and John Brooks 
see eye to eye. Other members of 
the surveying team are Alan Per-
kins, David Burris, Jay Mayfield, 
and Joe Hockett. 
With hopes of scoring at the next 
contest, Mike McDaniels, Jay May-
field, Alan Perkins, Terry Dixon, 
Ricky Vaughan, John Brooks and 
Glen Harriman study poultry 
attentively. 
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NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY-TOP ROW: Terry Moore, 
Randy Vaughan, Deanna Loggan, Kathy Barlow, Mr. 
Sutterby, advisor, Pattie Stephens, John Brooks, Donnie 
Catlett, Tim Rigdon. BOTTOM ROW: Lee Ann Adair, 
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY OFFICERS-Pattie Stephens, 
secretary; Deanna Loggan, treasurer; Denise Loggan, presi-
dent; Kathy Barlow, Student Council, John Brooks, vice-
president. 
Debbie Kincaid, Janice Carinder, Nancy Moore, 
Denise Loggan, Sonya Fichtl, Rhonda Kindley, Becky 
Dodson. 
N a tiona! Honor 
Society 
Hey, are we supposed to be smart or some-
thing? ... what did you say we are voting on .. . 
when it's lamp lighting time here in Caney .. . 
well, I'm not ready to vote on that quite yet .. . 
no offense but I just don't think this act is going 
to work ... not that Rhonda doesn't make a good 
monster ... shy don't we just fall down instead of 
running off screaming like a bunch of ninnies? 
... oh, I've got a song that is even dumber than 
that ... when it's lamp lighting time here in Can-
ey ... I can't see, someone guide me out there ... 
now keep a straight face ... when it's lamp light-
ing time here in Caney! ! 
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PLAYMAKERS--TOP ROW: Steve Gordon, Fred Wade, 
Coetta Clover, Patty Scimeca, Cathi Allison, Rick 
Gordon, Randy Dunn, Steve Frye, Marshall McDaniel, 
Steve Songer, Randy Vaughan, Leon Deal, Ron Hen-
derson. THIRD ROW: Bill Whealthall, Janice Carinder, 
Sheryl Davidson, Jane Carinder, Robin Rolls, Lesa. 
Rau, Mrs. Beckworth, Alecia Toner, Rhonda Fahrner, 
Doug White, Teresa Pendleton, Karen Hoffman, 
Play makers 
Project your voice ... now, I want Nancy to read Alice 
... can't you speak any louder? ... make the part come 
alive ... even if you don't like the part, read it your 
Cheryl Brown, Pam Condry. SECOND ROW: Suzy 
Moore, Teresa Artherton, Lois Sewell, Lana Mantooth, 
Ann Dyer, Donna Stephens, Barbara Barnett, Nancy 
Moore, Rhonda Kindley, Sonya Fichtl, Ann Gilson. 
BOTTOM ROW: Darlene Bright, Kay Bright, Denise 
Loggan, Brenda Young, Linda Hall, Robert Mattix, 
Diana Love, Sally Boulanger, Terry Weeks, Marsha 
Tomlin, Debbie Nitz, Cindy Hinman. 
That'll be a neat play ... are you trying 
out? ..• I'm going to. 
best ... does anyone have any part they want to read? 
... the more I see you . 
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Don't laugh! ... how did I do? ... I'll bet she gets a part 
... I want to be in it so bad ... boy, I blew it that time 
. . . what's he laughing at? ... doesn't he look like a 
lover boy! 
Well, this is it ... it was so much fun last year ... we'll 
know tomorrow .. . I hate looking at bulletin boards ... 
who do think will get the lead? ... everyone wants 
Alice ... I don't ..• I want Penny. 
She looks good in that part ... who do you think will be in it? ... I hope she 
gets in it ... I did awful. .. I want to read for Alice but I'm afraid to tell her. 
Don't they make a great couple? 
. .. is she dying or something ... 
they sure are good ... don't laugh .. 
PI.AYMAKER OFFICERS--TOP STANDING: Mrs. Beck-
worth, sponsor. SECOND ROW: Brenda Young, stuco, 
Lois Sewell, vice-president, Lana Mantooth, president, 
Ann Dyer, secretary, Robin Rolls, treasurer. BOTTOM 
SEATED: Doug White, historian. 
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Now Leslie, this is how you're gonna do it ... Ah! 
You're such a dramatist!! ... Yuckoo! 
O.K. Mrs. Beckworth, this is supposed to be serious ... 
Wow! I'll never make a part like that!! ! 
I hope this is going to be a comedy ... cause I can't 
keep a straight face! 
What's with those two? ... if I didn't know better ... it's okay, 
Steve ... you have greasy kid stuff ... long live the dry look. 
Hey, what's the name of this play anyway? ... YOU 
CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU ... hide and watch. 
The "Snowball", an annual semi-formal 
dance sponsored by the Playmakers was a great 
success this year. Music provided by "Still 
Kickin'" set the atmosphere and the tremend-
ous crowd danced to their hearts' content. 
This was undoubtably the best "Snowball" 
held in years and one not be forgotten for 
quite some time. 
Is Lois feeling 0 .K. tonight? ... she sure 
is dancing good for a change ... Ya wanna 
dance? ... I hope your feet are as sore as 
mine!! 
Caney Valley Historical Society 
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Hey, we won ..• Yeh, we're number one ... You like 
peanut butter and what? ... would you turn it off? ... 
keep on truckin 1 ••• is Moby Tor land here? ... some 
PEPPERETTE OFFICERS---TOP ROW: Lesa Rau, ser-
geant of arms, Debbie Kincaid, president, Nancy 
Moore, student council, Mrs. Trimmer, sponsor. BOT-
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people say the feeling is love, I thought it was heart 
burn ... let's turn in and tune on, or did I say that 
right ... like what's dumb .•. RAILROAD GIRLS! ! ! 
TOM ROW: Janice Carinder, sergeant of arms, Rhonda 
Kindley, treasurer, Karen Hoffman, vice-president. 
Not pictured: Debbie Clark, secretary. 
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PEPPERETTES--- TOP ROW: Coetta Glover, Lesa Rau, 
Debbie Murphy, Vicki Barnett, Debbie Kincaid, Mrs. 
Trimer, sponsor, Alecia Toner, Patty Scimeca, Nancy 
Fichtl, Gloria Johnson, Sonya Fichtl, Mary Short, 
Corrine Wheatman. SECOND ROW: Gerry Blankenship, 
Janice Carinder, Teresa Bush, Cindy Betts, Leslie Mil-
ler, Janie Ferrell, Sidney Shippy, Lisa Mantooth, Karon 
Richey, Robin Rolls, Karen Hoffman, Barbara Bar-
nett, Rhonda Kindley. THIRD ROW: Melody Robbins, 
Cheryl Brown, Suzy Moore, Cindy Rigdon, Susan Col-
tharp, Joyce Fecht, Linda Moore, Nancy Taton, Joyce 
Senior Pepperettes 
Who wants the rest of this pop? ... Suzie just got bubble 
gum in her hair .•. what are you going to wear to .. . 
what time is it ... then we went to get a pizza ... and it 
has black lace around .•• I got a letter from . .. but you 
know how that is ..• HELP! I'm being attacked ... put 
your shoes back on, Ketta ... did you know that Sonya 
and I are going with each other ..• we both have green 
fuzzy rings ... this is too tight ... Rhonda are you really 
going steady with her??? ... aw, come on, you guys . .. 
do you know ... oh no, I've been killed ... Lois, why is 
your mouth round? ... what did you think of ... you're 
taking up the whole seat ... STOP that or ... that's 
funny, you don't look like a tax collector . .. I only 
collect empty beer cans and . .. Sandy! Do scary stories 
REALLY scare you that bad? ..• NO, I. .. 
hey, hold it down back there ... are you going to wait 
for the boy's bus? . . and when he said that, I almost 
... hand me some more potatoe chips ... does anyone 
have any eye shadow? . .. that sounds like a Mary Jane 
joke ... Pattie, get of the floor ... RRRRRaaaiiilll 
Road!!! Quite! If you guys don't get it quiet back 
there, I'll come back there myself. .. turn on the light 
... it's too dark to play pitch ... has anyone seen my 
purse? ... if she's going to be that way about it, I'll 
just ... give me back my shoe ... has anyone seen my 
... turn up the tape player ... I think I'm going to die 
... hey, get your elbow out of my eye ... roll down the 
window, it's hot in here .. . get that window back up 
... Rah, Rah, Rah; Rah, Rah, Rah; Trimmer, Trim-
mer, TRIMMER~ 
Egan, Rhonda Fahrner, Ann Dyer, Nancy Moore, Lana 
Mantooth, Sandy Wilson, Sherry Robertson, Julie 
Dewey, Jeannette Young. FOURTH ROW: Linda Hall, 
Sheila Thomas, Rhea Smith, Brenda Brenneman, Diane 
Pendleton, Donna Stephenes, Cindy Powell, Diana 
Love, Patty Estes, Debbie Nitz, Lee Ann Adair, Sally 
Boulanger, Debbie Marrion, Alayne Phillips, Terry 
Duncan. BOTTOM ROW: Brenda Young, Kay Wilson, 
Lois Sewell, Karen Vaughan, Debbie Wilson, Alishia 
McGinnis. 
E ERGE CY [ 
After eating all the way up to Thayer, the Pep Club is 
ready and willing to display all kinds of spirit and their 
faces show they anticipate victory. 
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LETTERMEN OFFICERS---Doug White, stuco, Fred 
Jones, vice-president, Coach Williams, sponsor, Steve 
Frye, president, Coach Moreland, sponsor, Mike Frye, 
secretary-treasurer. 
Lettermen 
Get ready for another lecture ... what did you do last 
... had a hot date ... was it good ... all right, you guys, 
be quiet ... all right, you guys, be quiet ... all right, 
you guys, be quiet ... SHUT UP! ... Don't you think we 
should have girls in this too . .. hey, quit taking the 
LETTERMEN- -- TOP ROW: Rick Gordon, Rick Vaugh-
an, Ron Moore, Roger Boles, Marty Short, Rex Bar-
rett, Robert Shively, Ed Theiss, Ron Edens, Shane 
Rolls, Terry Frye, David Carlile, Tony Brown, Jimmy 
Parr. SECOND ROW: Tim Rigdon, Chuck Hanlon, Ron 
Holly, Brad Stevens, David Lutz, Don Catlett, Jim 
Murphy, Steve Buster, Steve Morgan, Mike Frye. BOT-
screw out of that desk ... it won't do any good to talk to 
the little guys, they'll never make it big anyway ... 
gripe, gripe, gripe ... meeting adjourned ... right on, 
right on. 
TOM ROW: Doug White, Steve Frye, Joe Freisberg, 
Bill Henson, John Burns, Jim Robbins, Fred Jones, Jim 
Lindsey, Albert Nitz, Mike Estes, Randy Dunn, Leon 
Deal. SEATED: Mike Sumpter, Coach Moreland, Dan 
Moreland, Terry Walker, Coach Williams, Jack 
Horton. 
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SENIOR KAYETTES---TOP ROW: Patty Scimeca, 
Debbie Boggs, Joyce Fecht, Jane Carinder, Debbie 
Wilson, Debbie Kincaid, Alishia McGinnis, Sonya 
Fichtl, lesa Rau, Alecia Toner, Barbara Barnett, Ann 
Dyer, Karen Vaughan. SECOND ROW: Kay Windle, 
Linda Moore, Janice Carinder, Sherry Artherton, Karen 
Hoffman, Lois Sewell, Miss McMullen, sponsor, Sherry 
Robertson, Marie Harr, Rhonda Kindley, Cindy Hin-
man, lee Ann Adair, Darlene Bright. BOTTOM ROW: 
Alayne Phillips, Brenda Artherton, Rhea Smith, Brenda 
Breneman, Diana Love, Diane Pendleton. Kay Wilson, 
Debbie Nitz, Kay Bright. 
Senior Kayettes 
Well, here we are again! ... why can't boys join 
Kayettes? ..• how dry I am! .•. I'm in love ... hey, 
let's sing ..• what? ... blow the man down ... crazy 
KAYETTE BOARD---TOP ROW: Barbara Barnett, Ann 
Dyer, Debbie Kincaid, lesa Rau, Miss McMullen, 
sponsor. SECOND ROW: Lois Sewell, Joyce Fecht, 
Debbie Nitz, Cindy Hinman. BOTTOM ROW: Rhonda 
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love ... I dig it ..• let's split ... leave me alone, 
Honey! ... this meeting sure is long ... dig that 
cool cat president .•. gravy, I mean groovy! 
Kindley, treasurer, Karen Hoffman, vice-president, 
Kay Wilson, president, Karen Vaughan, secretary, lee 
Ann Adair, stuco. 
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FBLA OFFICERS---Alishia McGinnis, Stuco, Lois 
Carnes, secretarv. Karen Vaughan, vice-president, 
Kay Wilson, president, Teresa Richey, treasurer, 
Rhea Smith, reporter, Mrs. Barton, sponsor. 
Future Business Leaders Of America 
FBLA- TOP ROW: Kay Wilson, Karen Vaughan, Lois 
Carnes, Alishia McGinnis, Rhea Smith, Teresa Richey, 
SECOND ROW: Mrs . Barton, Cathi Allison, Ann Dyer, 
Cindy Berry, Vicki Barnett, Nancy Taton, Jane Carin-
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der, FIRST ROW: Patty Simpson, Brenda Artherton, 
Cheryl Russell, Brenda Young, Lois Sewell, Linda Hall, 
Robin Rolls, Karen Hoffman. 
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Top salesman for the Tom Wat project is Nancy Taton. Others who 
have high sales are Rhea Smith, Patty Simpson, and Brenda Young. 
Hey look, here comes Barton ... shh, shh 
... hello girls ... what we gonna buy this 
time? ... are you kidding? ... hey, have 
anymore Tom Wat kits? ... look, she 'Wrote 
on that desk ... shut up, you dorks ... who's 
talkin' ... I move that the meeting be ad-
journed ... nay! ... well, that settled that 
... isn't it always ... something good I hope 
... you can't help it if you're weird ... I 
move that the meeting be adjourned .. . 
NAY! ..• well, again, that settled that .. . 
isn't this a democracy? meeting ad-
journed ..• we didn't even buy none! 
Come now Lois, take a seat like the rest of the 
kids ... this meeting will come to order •.. OR- · 
DER! ... oh, Lois, why does it always have to be 
YOU!! 
Patty Simpson, Brenda Artherton, and Rhea Smith are looking at the new refrigerator that 
was given to the teachers lounge from the organization. 
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Ouch! ..• you stepped on my foot .•. I can't keep my hat 
on . •. you don't have the beat . . . let's change partners 
..• that's music? .•. hey, you're catching on! . .. that's 
it .•. ouch! ... watch those feet! ... look where you're 
going! ... by jove, I think you've got it! ... this is fun! 
... back to the salt mines! 
Spanish Club 
SPANISH CLUB--- TOP ROW: Nancy Taton, Susan Col-
tharp, Rhea Smith, Becky Dodson, Linda Moore, Mrs. 
Shaver, sponsor. SECOND ROW: Phillip Coltharp, 
Richard Shively, Terry Moore, Ralph Bachman, Mike 
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Coltharp, Marty Frye, Rick Cavander. BOTTOM ROW: 
Steve Songer, vice- president, Sonya Fichtl, president, 
Rhonda Kindley, stuco, Peggy Lwnley, secretary-
treasurer. 
Caney Valley Historical Society 
Art Club 
ART CLUB---TOP ROW: Kelly Caton, Ed Theiss, Rex 
Barrett, Cathi Allison, Jim Bryan, Robert Elder, Cindy 
Berry, David Soles, Roger Boles, Alva Wheatman 
BOTTOM ROW: Marsha Tomlin, Lois Carnes, Marty 
Preparing plaster can be a sticky job. 
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Short, Becky Randall, Chad Bradford, Mrs. Marshall, 
Debbie Boggs, Sherry Artherton, Terry Bowman. 
KNEELING: Mike Hines. 
Round and round goes the wheel as an Art Club mem-
ber tries his hand at pottery making. 
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SENIOR HIGH BAND--- LEFT ROW: Steve Dunn, Brad 
Biggerstaff, Jay Mayfield, John Lindsey, Mr. Hill, 
band director. SECOND ROW: Rick Gordon, Steve Gor-
don, Mike Estes, Albert Nitz, Cheryl Brown, Ed Hin-
man, Dale Shippy. THIRD ROW: Vicki Barnett, Paula 
Allison, Linda Bartlett, Jeannette Yonng, Lisa Man-
tooth, Sydney Shippy, Lana Mantooth, Cindy Betts, 
Larry Metcalf. FOURTH ROW: Rhonda Kindley, Lee 
Ann Adair, Teresa Pendleton, Barbara Barnett, Alecia 
Toner, Cindy Hinman. FIFTH ROW: Kevin Clubine, 
Steve Buster, Nancy Mnnday, Lesa Rau, Teresa Bush, 
Patty Estes, Teresa Richey, Nancy Moore. SIXTH 
ROW: Denise Ross, Debbie Nitz, Debbie Banzet, 
Debbie Kincaid, Ann Gilson, Patty Scimeca, Karen 
Richey, Suzy Moore. SEVENTH ROW: Roy Cavender, 
Steve Gillham, Don Catlett, Glen Bachman, Ralph 
Bachman, Rick Cavender, Richard Shively. EIGHTH 
ROW: Steve Songer, Phillip Coltharp. RIGHT ROW: 
Kay Wilson, Karen Vaughan, Glenn Harriman. 
Senior Band 
CLARINET QUARTET-- - Rhonda Kindley, Lee Ann Adair, Teresa Pendleton, Debbie Kincaid. 
Caney Valley Historic l Society 
Hurry up and get your drwn ... Mr. Hill, some-
body stole my reed ... I can't HEEeeaaARR you! 
... stand up and WHAT! ... at least let them 
Wow, aren't they great!. •. for once, I'm really glad 
that I came ... can't believe all the people that came 
to hear them .•. they must be good ... well, I didn't 
know that they had it in them ... this is worth coming 
to see again ... oh, my little boy did sooooooo good! 
... I don't know much about music but they sounded 
good to me ... they sound as good as what you hear on 
T. V .•. I wish I could see my daughter better, I can 
hardly see her head .•. where are they going to put all 
finish the cheer before you start ... have you 
ever tried to blow a horn with a zotz caught in 
your throat? ... we can't all be perfect! 
these people? ... someone has big feet, that's all I can 
see of him •.. who 1 s sitting behind the curtain? ... what 
are they going to play next on the program? •.. those 
kids sure must have worked hard ... think of all the 
practice they must have done! .•. I don't like the way 
she's wearing her hair this year ... if that kid was mine1 
he sure wouldn't act like that ... they make you feel 
good! 
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It sure is a cold day ... but at least Christmas is almost 
here ... have a holly, jolly Christmas ... really we have 
Christmas every day in this country ... freedom 1 s the 
best gift of all .•. look at those kids wave •.. they've 
got an exciting world to grow up in ... 1i only this coun-
try stays like it is ... great land ... if only people realiz-
ed what that flag represents ... cold days, warm days, 
Christmas every day of the year. 
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I finally got my lips back in shape ... they were looking 
rather flabby ... yeah, midlip bulge ... shut up ... I 
swallowed my mouth piece! ... oooh, that note was a 
sour one ... no, that1s pucker power ... strike up the 
band ... I 1ve got my drumstrick stuck up my nose ... 
that1s life ... let1s have a drum roll for Mr. Hill ... 
why? ... he 1s getting ready to jump out the window ... 
taps ... you1re just a big blow heart ... drummers turn 
me on ... hey, my tooter won1t work ... I just love 
band! 
Oh say can you see ... beautiful flag, beautiful country ... one nation, un- MAJORETTE---Sydney Shippy 
der God indivisible ... land of ten-thousand legs ... stars and stripes forever 
... land of the Pilgrims pride ... Ad astra per asp era ... land of oceans and 
mountains ... with liberty and justice for all. 
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Oh, my gosh, these things are going to fall! .•. if you 
pinch me one more time, I'll knock you off ..• I can't 
move, robe is caught ••. no wonder, I was standing on 
GIRLS GLE£..--TOP ROW: Coetta Glover, Mary Short, 
Sonya Fichtl, Pattie Stephens, LaDonna Hempel, 
Corrine Wheabnan, Janie Lolunann, Nancy Moore, 
Karen Vaughan, Debbie Clark, Lesa Rau, Denise Ross, 
Alishia McGinnis, Nancy Munday, Cheryl Russell, Jane 
Carinder, Susan Coltharp, Jo Browning. SECOND ROW: 
Linda Moore, Vicki Barnett, Penny Robison, Lana Man-
tooth, Kathy Barlow, Debbie Wilson, Kay Casper, 
Janice Carinder, Patty Simpson, Rita Mann, Karen 
Chorus 
Boy, did they love us last night ... I did ... you've 
got to admit, we were great ... I thought so ..• 
they actually clapped for us ... they actually 
thought we were great .•. yes, they did .•. we 1re 
fantastic! •. . naturally ... you could even say we're 
beautiful .•• well, you had better not go quite 
that far •.• wow, were we good! ... this is true ... 
are you conceited? ... no, just honest. 
it ... take a deep breath ... really belt it this time .•. 
did you hear me on that one song? ... ah, at last, it's 
over .•• we love you ..• pass it on. 
Hoffman, Debbie Kincaid, Lois Carnes, Cheryl Brown, 
Marsha Tomlin, Kathy Robinson. BOTTOM ROW: Pam 
Norris, Judy Hockett, Kathy Barlow, Linda Hall, 
Deanna Loggan, Kay Bright, Teresa Artherton, Suzy 
Moore, Cheryl Davidson, Ruth Ann Williams, Becky 
Randall, Lois Sewell, Sandy Wilson, Denise Loggan, 
Rhonda Kindley, Darlene Bright. SEATED: Gloria John-
son, Ann Dyer. Director: Mr. Clark. 
Wow, they are fantastic ... and they even sing good! 
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What song are we singing? •.. is he trying to catch flies 
by waving his arms? .•. I thought they were paying ME 
to direct ..• you're flat! .•. I beg your pardon! .•. if I 
HIGH SCHOOL CHORUS---TOP ROW: Corrine Wheat-
man, Coetta Glover, Nancy Moore, Karen Vaughan, 
Debbie Clark, Suzy Moore, Patty Simpson, Rita Mann, 
Kim Drum, Jim Murphy, David Soles, Ron Edens, J. R. 
Gann, Terry Walker, Bill Henson, Robert Elder, Nancy 
Munday, Lesa Rau, Cheryl Russell, Jo Browning. SEC-
OND ROW: Janie Lohman, Teresa Artherton, Cheryl 
Davidson, Ruth Ann Williams, Mary Short, Sonya 
Fichtl, Pattie Stephens, Ron Camlin, Gary Simpson, 
Steve Harr, Roy Shafer, Anthony Bellmyer, Darryl 
Bright, Bill Wealthall, Jane Carinder, Denise Ross, 
Susan Coltharp. THIRD ROW: Linda Moore, Vicky 
kiss you, will you scream for help? ... do you need any 
help? •.• open your mouths! ... music is love ... then 
let's sing our hearts out! 
Barnett, Penny Robison, Lana Mantooth, Kathy Barlow, 
Debbie Wilson, Kay Casper, LaDonna Hempel, Jim 
Bryan, Mike Hines, Fred Wade, Curtis Fiscus, Karen 
Hoffman, Lois Carnes, Cheryl Brown, Marsha Tomlin, 
Kathy Robinson. BOTTOM ROW: Kay Bright, Pam Nor-
ris, Judy Hockett, Rita Harris, Linda Hall, Deanna 
Loggan, Mike Avery, Rick Bohannon, Debbie Kincaid, 
Alishia McGinnis, Lois Sewell, Becky Randall, Sandy 
Wilson, Denise Loggan, Rhonda Kindley, Darlene 
Bright. SITTING: Ann Dyer, Gloria Johnson. Director: 
Mr. Clark. 
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30UND OF TI-lE TIMES---STANDING: Debbie Kin-
caid, Debbie Wilson, Ron Edens, Bill Wealthall, 
Becky Randall, Vicki Barnett, Nancy Moore, J. R. 
Gann, Steve Frye, Terry Walker, Pattie Stephens, Jim 
Sound Of The Times 
Smile, it can't be that bad ... my head isn't show-
ing ... we're great, don't you know ... oh yeah, yeah, 
yeah ... I'm a grand man ... strike up the band ... 
sing!. .. how, with my feet? ... is that how you do 
it? •.. hey, I'm all hands ... that's the truth, Frye ... 
I told you so .•. let's show 'em ... well, it all depends 
on what they want to see ... how far is way out? ... 
oh, what a hassle ... what did you say you want to 
do? ..• isn't that awful? ... now look what 'cha gon 
and done ... duh .•. she's so pretty, I hate her! ... did 
you know that grasshoppers can't jump unless it is 
62.F? ... different strokes for different folks ... and I 
said, 11 Kiss me, Bryan11 ••• Ivan is my pet rat .. . 
1
' And he did11 ••• I've never said something dumb ... 
ha, tell me another grandpa ... where 's your better 
half? ... or is it your worst ... and I said 11What do you 
mean, you don't want to? 11 ••• hey, come on Bogart! 
... back to music, clowns .•. ''I had to bury one of 
my friends the other day11 ••• 110h, really, what for? 11 
... ''He died11 ••• let's sing sing sing ... oh, come on 
now . .. one more time, just one more time ... hon-
est, I didn't do it, not this time anyway ..• you sing 
like a bunch of sissie ... boy, if this isn't dumb ... 
Sound of the Times practice at the castle tonight at 
7:30 .•. I said sing ... boy, if you aren't the weirdest 
thing I have ever run across, I don't know what was 
... isn't there anything you can do ... don't ask that 
.•. oh, oh, my pet rat is loose ... oh, my gosh, a 
rat ... boy do you have an imagination ... thank good-
ness, this is just about over ... okay, you can go ... 
PLEASE! 
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Murphy, Janice Carinder, Randy Dunn, Lois Carnes, 
Bill Henson. SITTING: Mr. Clark, Sponsor, Ann Dyer, 
pianist. 
SOUND OF THE TIMES OFFICERS---STANDING: Bill 
Henson, president, Ron Edens, stuco. SITTING: Ann 
Dyer, secretary-treasurer, Mr. Clark, sponsor, Lois 
Carnes, vice-president. 
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OFFICE GIRLS---Karen Vaughan, Pam Condry, 
Kay Wilson, Rita Mann. SITTING: Sandy Wilson, 
Mrs. Walker, secretary, Debbie Kincaid. 
Office, Library Assistants 
LIBRARY ASSIST ANTS---STANDING: Becky Dod-
son, Cindy Hinman, Randy Dunn, Kim Shamblin, 
Debbie Wilson. SITTING: Debra Hodges, Miss 
McMullen, sponsor. 
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DEBATE TEAM---Denise Loggan, Janice Carinder, Jim 
Murphy, Ron Camblin, Steve Songer, Rick Gordon, 
Debate 
I want some ice ... did you ever try to get peanut but-
ter from the roof of your mouth? •.. I'm mad at you .•. 
I want a neckrub .•. Songer! !. .. I know, F minus, 
minus, minus, minus, minus ... get out of here ... it's 
just love, Brother ... bless you, bless you ... you're 
weird ... I hate teachers! ! ... if you can't beat 'em, 
join 'em .•• try it, you'll like it ..• 
-
Pam Norris, Mrs. Beckworth, coach. 
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Roses stink and violets make me sick, My dawg is 
covered with great big ticks. 'Bout the only thing I 
can say that's good, Is the annual will come out on 
time, like it should. 
Kane-Kan Staff 
This just bit a hole in my paper! .•. the fairies come 
out at midnight ..• find a closet first ... 1, 2, 3,4, 5 ... 
my mom's goin' to be standin' on her head ... since we 
will be here all night, why not bring our sleeping bags 
... if you nm out of copy, make up your own ... you 
spilled WHAT in the darkroom! .•. my dinner's in the 
darkroom ... if you're gonna die be fore the book comes 
out, I want two weeks notice ... no sign language ... 
don't kill me but I lost a page . . . only one hour 'till 
daybreak ... is this year's coming out before last years? 
... what's a 3R sheet? ... maybe we should pray ... 
once an ostrich went yodeling .• . where 's that Super Ed-
itor? ... it's WHAT time? ... I wonder if they will sue 
. .. why do we need a dedication page? ... it has the 
wrong page on it ..• look what I did to this film, it's 
sticking to everything! ..• the Viper's coming! .. . blow 
up! .• . ah, page 9 .•. well, the game's over, there goes 
the pep band ... how come it doesn't shock Steve? ... 
ah, it's all over! 
TOP ROW: Patty Simpson, Mary Short, Steve Frye, 
Mike Bohannon, Albert Nitz, Joe Freisberg, SECOND 
ROW: Janice Carinder, linda Moore, Darrell Robert-
son, Marsha Tomlin, Debbie Kincaid. THIRD ROW: 
STANDING: Denise Loggan, organizations, Rhonda 
Kindley, editor, Lana Mantooth, sports, Miss Kabe~ 
line, instructor, Janice Carinder, administration. 
SEA TED: Alishia McGinnis, classes, Gloria Johnson, 
advertisement, Marsha Tomlin, royalty. 
Denise Loggan, Sonya Fichtl, Gloria Johnson, Lana 
Mantooth, Steve Morgan, Mike Frye. SEATED: Rhonda 
Kindley, Lois Carnes, Alishia McGinnis, Chuck Han-
lon, Ron Holley. 
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BULLPUP OBSERVER CLASS- STANDING: Cheryl Rus-
sell, Miss Kaberline, instructor, Doug White, Kathy 
Barlow, Rick Gordon, Dennis Ernest, Becky Randall, 
Dorthene Cole, Jim Murphy, Linda Bartlett. SEATED: 
Ed Metcalf, Bob Van, Rex Barrett, Marty Short, 
J. R. Gann. Not present: Ed Theiss. 
BULI.PUP OBSERVER STAFF-STANDING- Miss. Kaberline, instructor, 
Doug White, sports editor, Dennis Ernest, editor and chief. SEATED: 





Are we gonna have paste-up to-
night? ... I don't know how to write 
headlines .•. I want to sale ads •.• 
you need a better lead on this story 
•.. make it more featury ... that 
headline doesn't count! ... Short! 
.•. sit down ... can I go type in 
Mrs. Barton's room? . . . who took 
the key off this typewriter? . .. why 
can't I just make it up? ... what is a 
cutline? ... why didn't you get my 
story in? ..• who's doing page lay-
outs this time? ... hey! JaR! ... if I 
turn in my stories, will I get my 
grade back? ... this headline won't 
fit in here ... why won't these lights 
work? •.. close that window ..• we 
HAVE to write another editorial? 
. •• what happens if we don't get 
this copy in on time? ... really? 
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Senior 
Twirlers 
I left my baton in Brad 1 s car ... 
watch where you're twirling ... you 
hit me in the nose ... I can't twirl 
when I'm in love ... I'm gonna 
wrap my baton around your neck ... 
I tried the splits, but my tights 
were too tight ... if you wiggle 
your hips you get more attention ... 
woo, aren't we the greatest ... Hey, 
that's ... that's ... different ... try 
this ... anything you can twirl, I 
can twirl better ... I think we're, 
oh, at least number one. 
Alecia Toner, Lana Mantooth, Nancy 
Moore and Denise Ross. 




Alishia McGinnis, Lois Sewell, 
Karen Vaughan, Kay Wilson, 
head, Brenda Young, Debbie 
Wilson. 
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FRESHMAN CHEERLEADERS--TOP ROW: Sherry Rob-
ertson, Julie Dewey. BOTTOM ROW: Terri Duncan, 
Alayne Phillips, Jeannette Young. 
B-Team and Freshman Cheerleaders 
Rah! Rah! Rah! ... Sis-boom-bah ... are you a 
spastic? ... I can fl. y ... we 1 re gonna win ... when I tried 
to do the splits, I pulled the muscle in my big toe ... 
I see you've gained weight ... I can't stand the excite-
ment ... practice ... you look like a hippo trying to do 
the ballet ... at least I just look like an elephant doing 
the soft shoe ... yell ... I don't know that cheer ... this 
is very uncomfortable ... there go our boys ... wow, 
look at those muscles ... boy, I thought I looked ugly 
. .. and I didn't think you could think ... aren't we 
great? ... we're number one ... you must admit, we've 
got 'thusiasm. 
B-TEAM CHEERLEADERS--TOP ROW: 
Shiela Thomas, Melody Robbins, Linda 
Hall. BOTTOM ROW: Cheryl Brown, Suzy 
Moore. 
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JR. HIGH PEPPERETTES---TOP ROW: Ann Coffey, Debbie Clubine, Carol Davidson, Penny Trompson, Janet 
Shafer, Lisa Robinson, Rosalie Deal, Peggy Burns, Jane Dyer, Miss Whitaker, sponsor, Chris Hockett, Cindy 
Nunneley, Melody Graves, Jenell Thomas, Susan Carinder, Stephanie Wood, Toni Dixon. SECOND ROW: Beth 
Ann Marsh, Vicki Shippy, Jean Harvey, Cathy Robertson, Mickey Murphy, Teresa Marion, Lori .tvforeland, 
Glenda Folk, Tammy Mesneak, Kathy Dunn, Lisa Moreland, Donna Pouncil. FIRST ROW: Kathi Phillips, Karen 
Shinn, Julie Freisberg, Susan Deal, Shae Lynn Tibbetts, Mary Soles, Denise Avery, Stephanie Dewey, Kim 
Shamblin, Donna Burchfield, Linda Perkins, Harvella Gullick, Sherri Perkins. Cheerleaders: Donna Kincaid, 
Becky Phillips, Betty Carlile, Karen Rollins, Lisa Barnes. 
JUNIOR HIGH CHEERLEADERS--Karen Rollins, Betty Carlile, Becky Phillips, 
Lisa Barnes, Donna Kincaid. 
Junior 
Pepperettes 
I hope we get to leave dur-
ing fifth hour again this time ... 
save me a seat on the bus ... he's 
sure got knobby knees ... football 
players are so big ... are you go-
ing to tonight's game? ... this is 
a lousy game ... bring me some 
popcorn on the way back ... 
raaailrooad! ! ! ... who's trying 
to sing back there? ... who ever 
told him he knew ho>\ to play? 
... Mr. Keller's going to stop 
the bus if you don't watch it ... 
cheer loud. 
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JUNIOR KAYETTES---TOP ROW: Ann Coffey, Sherry 
Perkins, Vicki Shippy, Linda Perkins, Melody Graves, 
Beth Ann Marsh. SECOND ROW: Mrs. McBride, spon-
sor, Cathy Robertson, Donna Pouncil, Suzie Deal, 
Julie Freisberg, Kathy Phillips, Betty Carlile. SEATED: 
Jenell Thomas, Donna Kincaid, Jane Dyer1 Lisa Robin-
son, Cathy Dunn. 
Junior Kayettes 
We really ought to vote . .. I can't .•. I just broke my 
arm . . • did you see who just walked by? ... wow . .. King 
Kong! . . . oh, I'm in love •. . any discussions? .. . I'm 
thirsty . . . me? . . • I don' t bite, much ! . .. I hope I can 
catch some sleep . .. that's great .. . wow! • .• love .. . 
ain't it groovy! . . . go away, leave me alone, honey! 
. . . I thought it was heartburn .. . some people say the 
feeling is love .• . isn't that awful? ... 
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SR. KAYS---TOP ROW: Mr. Rau, sponsor. SECOND 
ROW: Ron Henderson, J . R. Gann, Ed Theiss, secre-
tary, Mike Hines, Randy Dunn, Marshall McDaniels, 
James Woodall . BOTTOM ROW: Bill Wealthall, treas-
urer, Tony Morrison, Richard Shively, Marty Short, 
Rex Barrett, president, Terry Walker, Frank Farner, 
Leon Deal, stuco. Not pictured: Darrell Robertson, 
vice-president. 
Junior And Senior Kays 
JR. KAYS---Mr. Hughes, sponsor, Mike Pouncil, 
Jerry Jay, Billy Walker, Charles Shivley, Dale Scott, 
Tony McCammon, vice-president-secretary, Tommy 
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Harvey, president, Herbert Wheatman, stuco, Bryan 
Hook, songleader, David Pendleton, Terry Jay, Rick 
Miller, Henry Brown. 
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JUNIOR HIGH BAND--TWIRLERS: Sherri Perkins, 
Susan Deal, Jane Dyer, Debbie Buttel, Glenda Folk. 
SECOND ROW: Aaron Rau, Russell Blaz, Charles 
Shively, Jim Boles, Tom Rogers, Joe Gammill, Jane 
Pfalser, Kathy Phillips, Julie Freisburg, Herbert 
Wheatman, Chriss Thomison, Larry Wade. THIRD 
ROW: Neil Davis, Teresa Bush, Lisa Barnes, Lisa 
Get in step ... don't blow that in my ear ... why isn't he 
wearing white shoes? ... my horn just squeaked ... I 
didn't know he could play ... he can't! ... how many 
Moreland, Susie Carinder, Jenell Thomas, Shawn Ca-
ton, Vicki Shippy, Karen Shinn, Tammy Mesneak, 
Kathy Fiscus, U. L. Rudd, Philip Carnes. LAST ROW: 
Vince Wheeler, Gary Bohannon, Tom Parks, Kenny 
Tremain, Kathy Dunn, Beth Ann Marsh, Donna Kin-
caid, Lisa Robinson, Mickey Leonard, Ann Coffey, 
Director Mr. Hill. 
more blocks? ... we've already marched 20 miles ... it 
seems like it ... on the bus! 
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Well, do you think this will be any good? ... wow, listen to those sour 
notes! ... yea, it sounds like somebody is dyin' ... I wonder if their lips hurt 
after playing so long? ... I bet they wish they weren't here ... well, it's all 
over ... it wasn't so bad after all! 
JR. HIGH TWIRLERS: Debbie Buttel, Glenda Folk, Sherry Perkins, Suzie 
Deal, Usa Deal (mascot). 
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Junior High drum majorette, Jane Dyer. 
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SENIOR HIGH TEAM--TOP ROW: Ronnie Holley, Roy Cavender, Gene Vaughan, Tony Brown, Steve Dunn, Mike 
Frye, Mike Estes, Jim Freisberg, SECOND ROW: Harold Jay, Steve Gordon, Jack Horton, Darrell Robertson, Joe 
Freisberg, Steve Frye, Doug White, THIRD ROW: Kim Drum, Jim Lindsey, Bill Henson, Terry Walker, Gary Simp-
son, David Lutz, Don Catlett, Dan Moreland, FOURTH ROW: Roger Boles, Mike Sumpter, Terry Harmon, Jimmy 
Robbins, Tim Rigdon, Steve Buster, Kenny Clark, BOTTOM ROW: David Carlile, Brad Stevens, Charles Hanlon, 
Leon Deal, John Burns, Terry Frye, Brad Biggerstaff. 
Scoreboard 
Bull pups 24 21 Yates Center 
Bull pups 24 20 Cherokee 
Bull pups 0 6 Newkirk 
Bull pups 21 0 Altamont 
Bull pups 28 0 Midway 
Bull pups 23 0 Sedan 
Bull pups 27 6 Neodesha 
Bull pups 47 25 Caney Valley, Okla. 
Bull pups 39 13 Cherryvale 
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One step too many ..• Let's start the game! 
A look at the Junior High .•. 
Where'd it go, where'd it go? 
You just can't run through 'em ... 


















Defensive Half Back 
Aerial Thief 
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Dan Moreland 









JUNIOR HIGH FOOTBAll TEAM-- TOP ROW: Charles Shively, Eric Rolls, Aaron Raw, Gary Bohannon, Chris Thom-
ison, David Pendleton, Danny Yochum, Fred Bunch, SECOND ROW: Paul Marsh, Jamie Estes, Kenneth Brown, 
Hennry Brown, Mark Rigdon, Joe Jammill, THIRD ROW: Vince Wheeler, Billy Walker, Ed Powell, Steve Ross, 
Neil Davis, Luther Herard, Guy McClure, FOURTH ROW: Tom Parks, Mark Robbins, Tom Parks, Mark Robbins, 
Tommie Harvey, George Ross, Mike Pouncil, Lingle Stephens, Shane Beyen, Jimmy Salsman, BOTTOM ROW: 
Mickey Leonard, Rickey Finney, Joe Potts, Tommy Roger, Dale Scott, Tony McCammon, James Boles, Bryan 
Hook. 
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VARSITY TEAM---TelTy Walker, Jack Horton, Joe Freisberg, TelTy Frye, Darrell Robertson, Doug White, Mike 
Frye, Jim Lindsey, Steve Frye, Ronnie Edens. COACHES IN FOREGROUND: Merritt Williams, Delbert Moreland. 
Basketball Scores 
Caney Team 32 Thayer 40 
58 Chilocco 57 
67 Thayer 66 60 McCune 51 
48 Chetopa 61 36 Oswego 75 
57 St. Paul 60 54 Chetopa 53 
40 Oswego 73 48 Chilocco 55 
54 Sedan 70 48 St. Paul 54 
44 McCune 49 61 Sedan 69 
48 Thayer 50 
District and Regiona/s 
Caney Team Score 
67 Neodesha 61 
48 Sedan 72 
47 Frontenac 71 
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Dan Moreland 
More muscles in attack 
Darrell Robertson 









Good shooter, good hustler 
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1B1 TEAM---Terry Walker, Joe Freisberg, Gene Vaughn1 Gary Simpson, David Carlile, Steve Gordon1 Brad Ste-
vens, Robert Shively, John Burns, Jim Lindsey, Terry Frye, David Burris. COACHES IN FOREGROUND: Merritt 
Williams, Delbert Moreland. 
Jump ball in action 
FRESHMEN: BACK ROW: Mike Buster, Ron Oiler, Steve Dunn, Tony 
Brown, Kenny Clark, Doug Hanlon, Brad Naccarato. KNEELING: Mark 
Falleaf, Don Sewell, Wayne Brown, Shane Rolls, Danny White. 
WeAre Proud 
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8th GRADE TEAM---BACK ROW: Henry Brown, Paul Murphy, 
Junior Ross, Joe Potts, Billy Walker, Mickey Lennard, Dale Scott. 
KNEELING: Aaron Rau, Rick Finney, Charles Shively, Linsel 
Stevens. 
Caney battles for the ball during the first 
quarter. 
Mr. Rinkel and Mr. Burchfield looking over bas-
ketball scores, while above Caney guards the 
ball. 
of Our Teams 
7th GRADE TEAM---BACK ROW: David Egan, Kenny Brown, 
Larry Davidson, Guy McClure, Mark Rigdon, Mark Robbins, 
Vince Wheeler, Gene Romig, Gregg Bush, Paul Marsh. KNEEL-
ING: Dan Yochum, Steve Ross, Tim Duncan, James Marion, 
Eric Rolls, Fred Bunch, George Jackson. 
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WRESTLING TEAM---TOP ROW: Leon Deal, Rick Cavender, Steve Rinck, COACH Larry Clark, Fred Jones, 
Richard Browning, Jim Freisberg, John Lindsey, Keith Miller, James Gann, Gary Weeks, Danny Thompson, Rick 








3 7 Coffeyville 
48 Coffeyville 
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Gary Weeks pins his opponent. 
Danny Thompson 
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We Support The 
Bull pup 
KANSAS OFFSET PRINTING COMPANY 
TONER 
ee U Before You Buy 
BLACKLEDGE 
SALES COMPANY 
Furniture Of Di tinction 









From Us All 
Phone 879-2125 
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CANEY FOOD BANK 
We Specialize In Cu tom Proce ing For Lockers 
And Home Freezer . Under Complete In pection 
Butchering By Appointment. 
201 South Spring Caney, Kansa 
SALSMAN OIL CO. 
Cane), Kan as 
211 South High Phone 879-9989 
SANTA FE TRAIL 
TRANSPORTATIO CO. 
Phone 879-5281 Caney, Kansa 
HADDEN'S STUDIO AND CAMERA SHOP 
820 We t 8th Street 
Coffeyville, Kansas 751-1440 
Portrait Of Distinction 
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B. AND C. JOBBERS 
George Breneman 
B. And C. Jobber 
Whole alers 
Cane], Kan as 67333 
Cigars Cigarette Tobacco Candies 
30 'West 4th 
Bob And Geneva Morency 
MORENCY'S 
Food pecialtie 
115 West 4th 
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Phone A. C. 316 879-2111 
Cane], Kan as 67333 
Congratulation 
FIELDS-MEYER FLORAL 
Ea t 3rd Caney, Kansas 
CANEY CAFE 
Home Cooked Meal 




312 West 4th Phone 874-5123 
CONSUMERS MARKET 
401 West 4th 
WHEELER 
Your One-Stop Center 
For New Chevrolets, 
Used Cars, Parts 
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Your Building We Put Service 
Needs First 
137 North Spring Phone 879-2535 
Tyro, Kansas 
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BAKER's 
Yumm}, yummy, look at all thi good ice cream 
.. the best in town he), this place ha a lot 
of little knick-knacks I want one of tho e lit-
tle tatue how can I choose from all this 
fanta tic cand) they have the friendliest 
store in town . . look at all thi neat makeup. 
200 West 4 
















Pittsburgh, Kan a 
20 I East Fifth Street Phone AD 1-3450 
KG AND E 
ELECTR JC CO. 
Congratulations 
Phone 879-2500 
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We 're Still With You 
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